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Section 3.4.18 Trench 18 physical description by context 
 
Trench 18 was one of the series of trenches (11-19) which were opened to 
investigate the rooms within the Roman villa. Trench 18, a 3m x 3.75m trench, was 
placed in the southern corner of the building and was bounded by walls [22002] in 
the west and [22001] in the south. Excavations revealed a large amount of pottery, 
glass, roofing nails and other artefacts. No context number was assigned to the 
natural as the trench was not excavated to that depth. 
 
 

Context Number Type Description Fill of Period 

18000 layer topsoil  MODERN 

18001 layer destruction  ?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

18002 cut  ?robber pit  ?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

18003 fill ?hearth 18007 ?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

18004 fill  18007 ?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

18005 fill  18007 ?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

18006 layer ?floor surface  C3 

18007 cut  ?robber pit  ?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

18008 layer ?floor surface  C3 

18009 cut animal burrow  UN 

18010 fill  18009 UN 

18011 layer   UN 

18012 fill  18002 ?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

 

Field drawings within the site archive: 
 
Plan 1801: (18001), [18002] 
Plan 1802: (18005), (18006), [18007], (18008) and (18011) 
Plan 1803: (18005), (18006), [18007], (18008) and [22015] 
 
There are no trench 18 section drawings per se, but two trench 18 contexts are 
shown on a trench 22 section drawing: 
 
Section 22.02: (18000) and (18001) 
 
TOPSOIL 
Layer (18000) (no plan, section 22.02) was the context number assigned to the 
topsoil. No physical description was recorded for this layer on the context sheet.   
 
CUTS 
Cut [18002 = 18007] (plan 1801 as [18002], 1802 and 1803 and the master villa 
plan as [18007]) was originally described as a dark patch of soil c. 1.5m in diameter 
which after excavation was found to extend c. 2.6 x 1.75m across the trench. The pit 
cuts possible floor surfaces (18006) and (18008) which are discussed below. Four 
fill numbers were assigned to what proved to be a single fill. What eventually 
became fill (18003) was initially thought to be a sarsen-bordered cut circular 
feature, c. 48cm in diameter, possibly a hearth, which proved to be ephemeral when 
the stones were removed. With the initial interpretation of (18003) as a cut, it was 
given a context number for fill (18004) which was described as dark yellow-brown 
clay loam with no significant inclusions. Fill (18005) was initially seen as a separate 
fill for cut [18007] and was described as being yellow-brown friable loam with small 
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chalk rubble inclusions. Fill (18012) was a context number assigned during the 
post-excavation phase when it was noted that cut [18002] did not have a fill. After 
excavation, it became clear that there was only a single fill for this large feature, 
(18003 = 18004 = 18005 = 18012). The cut feature was interpreted as a 
robber pit related to the destruction of the adjacent walls [22001] and [22002]. 
 
Cut [18009] (no drawings) was a circular cut of c. 8cm diameter overlain by 
destruction layer (18001) and cutting fill (18003 = 18004 = 18005 = 18012). 
It was filled by (18010), medium brown friable loam with occasional small chalky 
inclusions. Excavation revealed it to be a small animal burrow rather than an 
anthropogenic feature. 
 
LAYERS 
Layer (18001) (plan 1801, section 22.02) overlay (18006), (18008) and 
(18011). Although not described in detail on the context sheet, it is defined there as 
a destruction layer. 
 
Layer (18006) (plans 1802 and 1803) was a layer of consolidated mortar, possibly 
a floor surface, overlain by topsoil (18001) and cut by robber trench [18002 = 
18007] on its western side and was adjacent to wall [22001] on its eastern edge. 
The northern and southern sides of this layer were defined by the edges of the 
trench. It is shown as extending c. 0.25-1.42m east to west and c. 1.5m north to 
south on plan 1803. It may have been the same surface as layer (18008). 
 
Layer (18008) (plans 1802 and 1803, section 22.02) was a layer of consolidated 
mortar, possibly a floor surface, which may have been the same as layer (18006), 
the relationship being obscured by the intervening possible robber pit cut [18,002 
= 18,007], which separated the two surfaces. On plan 1803, the layer is shown as 
being defined by wall [22002] to the south, cut [1802 = 18007] to the east, and 
the trench baulks on the remaining two sides. It is shown on this plan as covering an 
area c.1.3 x 2m. 
 
Layer (18011) (plan 1802, section 22.02) was a layer of chalk rubble in the west of 
the trench. It was overlain by destruction layer (18001) and cut by wall [22002].  
The relationship of this layer to the robber trench cut [18002 = 18007] was not 
clear to the excavator.  
 
 

 


